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Abstract: The electrification of vehicles is without a doubt one of the milestones of today’s automotive
technology. Even though industry actors perceive it as a future standard, acceptance, and adoption of
this kind of vehicles by the end user remain a huge challenge. One of the main issues is the range
anxiety related to the electric vehicle’s remaining battery level. In the scope of the H2020 ADAS&ME
project, we designed and developed an intelligent Human Machine Interface (HMI) to ease acceptance
of Electric Vehicle (EV) technology. This HMI is mounted on a fake autonomous vehicle piloted by
a hidden joystick (called Wizard of Oz (WoZ) driving). We examined 22 inexperienced EV drivers
during a one-hour driving task tailored to generate range anxiety. According to our protocol, once the
remaining battery level started to become critical after manual driving, the HMI proposed accurate
coping techniques to inform the drivers how to reduce the power consumption of the vehicle. In the
following steps of the protocol, the vehicle was totally out of battery, and the drivers had to experience
an emergency stop. The first result of this paper was that an intelligent HMI could reduce the range
anxiety of the driver by proposing adapted coping strategies (i.e., transmitting how to save energy
when the vehicle approaches a traffic light). The second result was that such an HMI and automated
driving to a safe spot could reduce the stress of the driver when an emergency stop is necessary.

Keywords: range anxiety mitigation; human factors; driver acceptance; electric vehicle;
human–machine cooperation; human–machine interfaces; user experience; Wizard of Oz autonomous
driving

1. Introduction

The concept of range anxiety (or range paradox) emerged in the late 1990s regarding the concern
of being unable to reach the destination or the next charging spot while traveling in an EV [1].
It is the stressful experience of a present or anticipated range situation, where range resources and
personal resources are in fact available to effectively manage the situation, but they are perceived to be
insufficient [2]. When concern due to remaining range becomes legitimate, the emotion is fear that is
associated with immediate danger rather than a state of anticipated uncertainty [1]. A consequence
of range anxiety is that, although EV drivers usually need approximately 160 km of available range
(autonomy) per charge [3], drivers often prefer vehicles with considerably higher available autonomy
(~350 km) [4]. This demand (which seems avoidable) comes from the following [1],

• worry of being immobilized due to low vehicle battery in the future or present,
• what happens if such a situation emerges,
• not being able to find a solution to the situation, and
• being stranded in an uncomfortable situation.
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As such, manufacturers can either improve their vehicle’s range-related parameters or invest in
an alternative system to lower range anxiety, making EV competitors to gasoline and diesel cars [5].
The four important physical parameters that could make a difference in range anxiety level are the
following [5],

• battery capacity (kWh),
• energy consumption (mostly affected by car weight; kWh/km),
• charging rate (kW), and
• minimal state of charge (%).

Despite that each of these parameters could be individually optimized, their effects are inversely
proportional between them. As an example, implementing a larger battery also increases the
weight (so, energy consumption) and charging of the vehicle. This is why range anxiety cannot
be eliminated by purely quantitative means [5], which motivated the present study to investigate other
innovative solutions.

The H2020 ADAS&ME project is based on human behavior that occurs in every driving session
that may lead to critical situations and crashes. The purpose of the project is to demonstrate how the
use of cooperative intelligent transportation systems and automated safety functions, together with
unobtrusive driver monitoring, can compensate for human errors, and enhance safety and driving
comfort. To achieve this goal, a holistic approach was taken in the project that considered automated
driving in conjunction with information on driver state. The work is based around seven use cases
aiming to cover a large number of critical driving scenarios (https://www.adasandme.com/about-
adasme/use-cases/) for conventional vehicles, trucks, buses, motorcycles, and electric vehicles.

Therefore, in the Use Case B (UCB) of the ADAS&ME project, the decision was to address the
EV range anxiety issue through a dedicated HMI that uses an intelligent vehicle power management
system, routing analysis, and traffic mitigation combined with a WoZ autonomous driving simulation,
in which participants think that the vehicle is operating autonomously.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews how range anxiety is perceived, the literature
on range anxiety mitigation methods, and elaborates why an intelligent HMI could contribute
to the acceptance of EVs. Section 3 focuses on user-group selection criteria, the test protocol,
the proposed coping strategies, and the used materials. Section 4 describes the implementation
of our experiment. Section 5 details the user experience, and whether the felt anxiety was reduced by
our HMI. Finally, Section 6 presents our conclusions and future work.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Range-Anxiety Expression

Estimating the anxiety level of the driver is crucial for UCB. However, in open roads, there are
other anxiety sources besides the remaining range. The environment, the driving task, or even the
HMI itself might contribute to anxiety creation. Therefore, we need to verify whether the perceived
anxiety is due to range. The experience of range anxiety is expressed on the following levels [2].

1. Cognitive level: negative cognition associated with range, like concerns about running out of
energy and not being able to reach the destination.

2. Emotional level: changes in effect associated with a range situation, like feeling of nervousness or
even fear.

3. Behavioral level decreasing immediate anxiety by increasing perceptions of safety and control [6,7],
i.e., certain activities like tapping with fingers on the steering wheel, changing driving style to
save energy, or frequently checking relevant displays, e.g., range and navigation display or yelling,
honking, and aggressive gesturing [8].

4. Physiological level: under parasympathetic control, i.e., blood pressure, heart rate,
heart rate variability, galvanic skin response (skin conductance), cortisol level, and pupil diameter,
and under sympathetic and parasympathetic control, i.e., respiratory frequency [9,10].

https://www.adasandme.com/about-adasme/use-cases/
https://www.adasandme.com/about-adasme/use-cases/
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In light of previous information, range anxiety detection should be accomplished in two distinct
steps. First, detecting basic anxiety. This might be done by the cognitive, emotional, and/or
physiological levels of expression (i.e., heart rate, breath rate, and speech analysis). Although these
clues are fundamental to detecting anxiety, they are not capable to define its actual source.
Therefore, information from the behavioral expression level is used to conclude if the detected anxiety
is related to range or not (i.e., frequency of checking the remaining range indicator, the actual speed
compared to speed limitation, air-conditioner status compared to temperature).

2.2. Range-Anxiety Mitigation Methods

Numerous methods were designed to mitigate driver range anxiety, even for gasoline
vehicles [11,12]. This said, being able to fill the fuel tank of a gasoline vehicle only in minutes,
and the large availability of fuel stations are drastically mitigating range anxiety in those vehicles.

The most evident EV-oriented range anxiety mitigation methods are directly related to charging
infrastructures. Cui et al. [13] underlined the importance of locating different types of charging
stations to satisfy the different charging demands of different users. Salah et al. [14] mentioned
knowing that any charging station could charge any EV is a contributing factor to reduce range anxiety.
Therefore, that work emphasizes the need for unifying charging infrastructures.

Parallel to the work done in traditional charging infrastructures, some novel charging possibilities
were also studied. For instance, a vehicle-to-vehicle social charging system proposes to charge the EV
in need of urgent charge energy by other EVs with more energy than they need. Therefore, all other
EVs become alternative charging points [15]. Without a doubt, if this kind of energy-sharing system
becomes available on enough vehicles, and if their drivers willing to cooperate, this could massively
decrease range anxiety. However, in immediate terms, the deployment of this system seems far.

To reduce the time spent for charging EVs, Sarker et al. [16] suggested providing battery-swapping
stations where users can drop their empty battery and install a charged one. In the same direction,
the Charging While Driving (CWD) system is another technology designed to reduce the time spent
charging. This contactless-charging technology allows charging the battery with inductors installed in
the roads [17]. Again, these technologies, once deployed on enough vehicles and road infrastructures,
would massively contribute to mitigating range anxiety. This said, in the upcoming couple of years,
it seems difficult and very expensive to see their massive deployment.

It is also crucial to provide accurate and reliable information on the remaining range of the
EV [4,18]. Much work has addressed the range anxiety mitigation issue by providing more accurate
remaining range/state of charge (SoC) estimation by combining Global Positioning System (GPS)
points and charging stations [19]. Moreover, Jung et al. [20] mentioned that “displaying error-prone
information ambiguously might be advantageous rather than hiding it from users”. Providing the
knowledge of error-prone information improves the trust of the drivers and consequently decreases
range anxiety.

A fully autonomous EV might compute when the vehicle needs to be charged and it can adapt
the trips accordingly (i.e., selecting autonomously when and where to charge and adapting the driving
style to reach to the destination). Therefore, the range anxiety might disappear in the passengers of
fully autonomous EVs faster than regular EVs. However, even in this case, the trust to the system
should be established and the users should be informed on the awareness of the autonomous vehicle.

Even though all of these methods contribute to range anxiety mitigation, the experience of the
driver towards using the EV remains the main and easiest factor to reduce range anxiety [2,18].
Moreover, according to the Low Carbon Vehicle Technology Project (LCVTP), EV drivers would like to
have intelligent feedback and accurate coping strategies. In the LCVTP study, 80% of the participants
declared: “It is important for me to understand how my driving behavior can maximize economy” [21].

Current commercial electric vehicles have visual indicators aiming to mitigate range anxiety
thought visual interfaces. An illustration might appear on the instrument cluster during regenerative
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breaking. Even though this illustration is useful, it is more of a notification than a personalized
coping strategy.

Making people watch visual media [22], more specifically, scary movies [23], are known as
anxiety induction methods. However, these methods are irrelevant to induce range anxiety in real
driving scenarios. Rauh et al. [2] designed a protocol to induce range anxiety. According to their
protocol, the remaining range in the beginning of the experience was already inferior to the trip
length (the participants had been told that the EV was not fully charged due to a technical issue).
They demonstrated that the experience in EV use was the major mitigator of the range anxiety.

In our study, we developed an HMI that provides coping strategies to novice EV drivers when they
really need them. On the one hand, these coping strategies respond to the need of understanding how
their driving behavior can maximize economy, and on the other hand, we address the range anxiety
issue by accelerating the acceptance and the understanding of EV power consumption. Our anxiety
induction method is mainly based on a fake remaining level showed on the same HMI. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first HMI design with open-road experimentation that combines an intelligent
vehicle power-management system, routing–traffic analysis, accurate coping strategy proposals, and
autonomous driving experience.

3. Method

3.1. User Panel

Participant selection aimed to recruit drivers whose everyday usage was relevant to the EV use
case. Therefore, each participant needed to fill in an appliance questionnaire. Only people between 18
and 45 years old were selected, and each participant had to live in a big city. They had to have a valid
driving license for at least five years. EV owners were eliminated as they already had a certain level of
experience with these vehicles (similarly, EV car-sharing users were also eliminated). EV use would
have biased anxiety inducement. Attention was paid to choosing frequent drivers (at least one trip per
week and at least 5000 km per year). Familiarity with Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS)
systems was another criterion: only drivers familiar at least with speed limiter/regulator or Adaptive
Cruise Control (ACC) technologies were selected, as they were considered to be more receptive to
the proposed coping strategies (instead of being disturbed from technology acclimation and complex
driving scenes). Finally, people under medical treatment were eliminated as they could create a bias
on our results by influencing the data acquisition models of biometric sensors. They also declared not
suffering from pre-existing clinical anxiety or depression. The selected drivers signed a nondisclosure
agreement, and they were remunerated for the data collection. In the end, 10 female and 12 male
inexperienced EV drivers were selected as participants (age range from 18 to 45, with average of
driving-license holding time of 13.3 years; standard deviation of driving-license holding time: 7 years).

In addition to the requirements of the selection process, the participants declared possessing
high-end well-equipped vehicles. Some of them had company cars that were changed every year.
They enjoyed driving and had only had a few minor incidents with regard to the premium nature
of their vehicle. The majority were already using a navigation application from their smartphone
to move around, preferred to the vehicle-integrated navigation system, which is often considered
less advanced.

3.2. Ethics

All participants gave their informed consent for inclusion before they participated in the study.
The study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki (https://www.wma.net/
what-we-do/medical-ethics/declaration-of-helsinki/), and the protocol was approved by the Ethics
Committee of Universitat Rovira i Virgili—The Public University of Tarragona (http://www.urv.cat/
en/) in August 2019 (project identifiable under H2020 grant agreement no. 68890).

https://www.wma.net/what-we-do/medical-ethics/declaration-of-helsinki/
https://www.wma.net/what-we-do/medical-ethics/declaration-of-helsinki/
http://www.urv.cat/en/
http://www.urv.cat/en/
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3.3. Expert Panel

The developed protocol needed the cooperation of a team of four people, referred to as experts.
Each of these experts had a distinct role. The table above explains their missions in detail:

• Technician: Mainly in charge of the preparation of the test vehicle, before the arrival of each
participant and after the end of the test. These tasks ensure that the real autonomy of the EV is
enough for the test, calibrating sensors and transferring the collected data to a server.

• Interviewer (placed in front-right seat): The main interlocutor of the driver. They are in charge of
welcoming the participant and executing the questionnaires explained in Section 5. The expert
practises active listening in a semistructured interview [24,25], and think-aloud methods used in
usability testing [26].

• Observer (placed in rear-left seat): In charge of noting every relevant phrase (called a verbatim)
pronounced by the driver with their observations and reactions of the driver as a human-factor
specialist [27]. These were reviewed after the experiment with the aim of adjusting annotations
and having better feedback.

• Annotator (placed in rear-right seat): In charge of using the HMI note-taker application
(see Section 4.1) that creates annotations. The annotator is also in charge of estimating the
driver state and accordingly piloting the HMI through this application (detailed in Section 4.1).
The final goal of the project is implementing an automated driver-state estimator that pilots the
main HMI.

All experts, except for the technician, were present in the test vehicle during experimentation.
Using a left-hand-drive vehicle, the driver was seated in the front left. The interviewer was seated
in the front right, the annotator was in the back right, and the observer was seated in the back left.
These persons were not always the same across all user tests.

3.4. Test Protocol

This test protocol’s main purpose was to create real and complex conditions, tailored to induce
range anxiety to the driver, to investigate a close-to-real-life situation. This protocol began with an
interview of thirty minutes, followed by a one-hour driving session on open roads and finished with
another interview of fifteen minutes. The protocol was designed to be repeated by three participants
per day over the course of eight days (we had 22 participants).

The order of the questions and the routes taken may have varied between participants due to the
need for adapting to the technical hazards of the prototype, the state of road traffic, and in respect of
indications by the participants. This did not influence our assumptions.

Protocol Phases and Theoretical Driver State

The key aspect of the established protocol was the creation of a complete experience where the
participant experiments with consecutive positive, neutral, and anxious driving scenarios before facing
the inevitable emergency stop scenario. The timeline of the complete user test with the expected
theoretical driver state, based on pre-pilot test within the project, was the following.

0. Vehicle preparation—Before User Arrival: The technician ensured that the vehicle was ready to
perform the next test. The mood of the user could hardly be evaluated. Most people are expected
to wonder about what would happen in the next hour, and the feeling of uncertainty could have
a negative or positive impact.

1. Welcoming: At the participant’s arrival, their written consent is taken. The participant was invited
to sign an audiovisual-recording agreement (for the data collection), a nondisclosure agreement,
and a declaration of the validity of their driving license. Then, the participant was quickly briefed
on the test without making them understand the real purpose of the test (detailed in Section 5).
The interviewer had been trained to reassure the user at their arrival to be in a positive emotional
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state. The most important point was to let them understand that the test was easily doable
by anyone.

2. Interview: The following step was constructed with an interview with basic questions about their
driving habits, followed by the Ten Item Personality Inventory (TIPI) questionnaire, which is a
questionnaire to evaluate the participant’s personal traits [28]. Then, the interview continued
with the following questions to evaluate the state of mind of the participant on the basis of the
Likert scale (see Section 5.1):

• Today, did you get angry about something that happened suddenly?
• Do you feel relaxed?
• Do you feel irritable?
• Do you feel confident?
• Do you feel comfortable with what we are going to do?
• Do you feel nervous?

Likert scales are frequently used in research and marketing studies. They are a tool to understand
the emotional state of the participants [29,30].

3. Sensor Equipment: The sensor equipment is quite uncommon. As users were asked to wear
a headset microphone and a biophysiological signal belt on their skin (detailed in Section 4.2),
it could make the user uncomfortable at the beginning.

4. Static Car Discovery: Explaining to the participant the in-vehicle sensors that collect the data
mentioned in their written consent (see Welcoming phase). Simultaneously, sensors were
calibrated for data acquisition by the technician (see Section 4.2).

5. Dynamic Car Discovery (Positive Scenario): On a private test track, users were invited to drive
the EV freely so that they familiarize themselves with it. Afterwards, they were invited to activate
a fully autonomous driving mode, always on the private test track. This fully autonomous driving
mode was nonexistent and simply simulated by a WoZ system. The WoZ technology is used
in experiments in which participants think that the system is operating autonomously but in
reality, the autonomous feature is operated by a human [31,32]. In our case, a hidden joystick
located in the front-right door, used by the interviewer (see Figure 1). This part was important to
avoid learning bias during scenario-data recording by letting the new participant become familiar
with the unknown technologies of autonomous driving and EV, which is judged important as
safety measures before going on open roads. Users were expected to be excited to use and better
understand the technology.

Figure 1. Vedecom (Partner from the H2020 ADAS&ME project: http://www.vedecom.fr) Wizard of
Oz (WoZ) system. (left) Front-right door and system cover. Interviewer slides their right arm into
that cover. (right) Hidden joystick inside that cover. This WoZ system does not require an additional
control mechanism like dual pedals.

6. Positive Phase: While the vehicle continues to run in full autonomous mode, to establish a relaxed
conversation, participants were asked to recall their best, happiest, and most incredible memories.
Nothing from the discussion was collected. The interest of this phase was to induce a positive
mood to have the highest valance as possible with the anxiety phase. These steps were designed
to induce a positive emotional state to the participant.

http://www.vedecom.fr
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7. Neutral Driving: After the previous scenario, users were asked to take the control of the vehicle
and go on open roads. This was the phase when users started to drive manually the EV.
In neutral driving, participants only received indications related to which direction to take.
The interviewer encouraged classical driving situations to provide a neutral reference for data
acquisition, which needed neutral data for future exploitation.

8. Scenario Implementations: The application of the following scenarios to real-life needed the
knowledge and use of local infrastructures. Therefore, we designed a circuit where the user
experimented with the presented successive scenarios (shown in Figure 2). The scenarios lasted
for one hour and covered nearly 30 km. The duration of the test was specifically chosen to fit
a fake autonomy decrease of 1% per minute. We set the fake autonomy to 60%. These scenarios
were designed to induce three steps of anxiety. The objective was to generate as much anxiety as
possible without compromising road security.

• Scenario A: This scenario lasted 20 min. The participant received no range alert,
only notifications (detailed in Section 3.5) to familiarise themselves with the use of an EV
and the HMI itself. The aim of this first scenario was to let the user familiarise themselves
with the new EV experience by paying attention to the low noise of the car and its low
autonomy. The interviewer reassures the user about the autonomy by showing tips from the
HMI and how to improve battery-level management. On the basis of environmental status,
the annotator launched the traffic light pop-up when the driver approached a red traffic light,
and the hill pop-up when the vehicle was downhill. The estimated- and real-consumption
graph was also presented while waiting on a red light. The interviewer switched from
scenario A to the B when fake autonomy reached 40%.

• Scenario B: In this phase, the remaining range started to decay, therefore the user was
encouraged to find a charging station and charge the EV. This scenario started below 40%
of fake range remaining, and after 20 min of driving. The interviewer had to let the user
understand that they were losing too much battery, and it would be better to find a charging
station to refill for at least 10 min. Even if this were not critical, the driver was still encouraged
to find a charging station to charge the EV. They, then, chose one of the closest charging
stations, proposed by the HMI. We knew that, at that location, the closest proposed charging
station was temporarily out of service. We still let the driver go to that charging station.
Once they understood that the charging station was out of service, they were encouraged to
choose another charging station, which was naturally the second closest charging station.
The second one was available, but the driver had been provided a charging cable that was
not compatible with that charging infrastructure. The interviewer and annotators acted
surprised and they argued between themselves about whose fault it was for putting the
wrong cable type in the trunk. To conclude this phase, the driver was told to continue the
experiment, as the remaining range was enough for the rest.

• Scenario C: At this stage of the experiment, the remaining range was critical, and safety
notifications were sent to the participant (see Section 3.5). Moreover, the participant has to
deal with complex situations, such as taking the highway while having low remaining range.
This scenario began after 40 min of testing, with ~20% fake battery remaining. After the
incapacity to charge up the vehicle, users were expected to realize that battery breakdown
was close, and to be anxious and lose their natural casualness with the interviewer (reduction
of confidence on speech flow and driving skills). In this phase, the interviewer would
become even more vigilant to ensure the safety of the test. As the fake range autonomy still
decreased by 1% per minute, the last 10 min would be stressful for both user and interviewer.
The interviewer had to play their role as an actor to not let the driver understand that
autonomy was faked.
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Figure 2. Navigation view of driving session. The whole session lasted 58 min for 29.5 km.
Vedecom Hall A was the staring point; driver passed sequentially from points A, B, and C before the
emergency stop.

9. Emergency Stop: After the range incident happened during Scenario C, the remaining range
would be too critical. The vehicle had to be stopped at a safe spot. The HMI was imposed to take
control of the vehicle in order to find that safe spot and complete the emergency stop. We could
not implement an autonomous safety parking procedure, as using the WoZ outside of a private
area could be dangerous. When 1% remaining battery level was reached, the interviewer became
very directive, and asked the user to act on their warnings and park at the closest place.

10. Discussion: Once the vehicle was immobilized, the user discovered additional capabilities of the
HMI (detailed in Section 3.5). Finally, the interviewer proceeded with the same questionnaire to
evaluate the state of mind of the participant, again based on the Likert scale (see Section 5.3.1):

• Do you feel relaxed?
• Do you feel irritable?
• Do you feel confident?
• Do you feel nervous?

11. Revealing the purpose: Finally, the user was told about the underlying purposes of this test.
Among the perceived range anxiety level, user-perceived usability (i.e., pragmatic attributes),
hedonic attributes (e.g., stimulation and identification), goodness (i.e., satisfaction), and the beauty
of our HMI design were interesting features to explore. To evaluate these points, participants
were asked to rate the experiment and the HMI itself on the basis of some questions from the
AttrakDiff scale [33,34] (detailed in Section 5.3.3). This is an important step to remove all fake
knowledge induced from the user before leaving them. By being safe and confident, the user
could have a proper evaluation of the real purpose of the experiment.

3.5. Adopted Coping Strategies

The HMI module was aware of the driver state and the overall driving context, and employed
a series of actions to proactively or retroactively mitigate range anxiety, as well as provide assistance
when available range was limited or insufficient. Anxiety-mitigation actions spanned across the
entire driving session, starting with the destination selection and covering the full navigation process,
including stops at charging stations and automated safety parking procedures. Actions may be static,
i.e., present at all times to inform the driver, or more commonly dynamic, i.e., triggered upon some
event, such as battery level dropping. Below, we summarize the various coping strategies adopted in
our experiment.
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• Destination-selection isochrone maps [35]: When selecting the destination, reachable areas were
highlighted on the map using either normal or eco-driving style (see Figure 3, upper left).

• Estimated battery charge at arrival: After selecting the destination, and while reviewing
alternative routes, the estimated battery charge at arrival was presented for each route to reassure
drivers that battery charge is sufficient (see Figure 3, upper middle-left).

• Far destination: After selecting the destination, if the battery was borderline sufficient or
insufficient for reaching it, a warning was displayed with a suggestion to instead find a charging
station first.

• Navigation overview: The HMI provided a navigation overview with expected traffic conditions
along the route to indicate that they were taken into account in battery-consumption estimation.

• Charging stations along the route: Charging stations along the route were clearly marked on the
map to assume the driver that even if any battery issues arose, they could easily be solved.

• Approaching red traffic light: When the vehicle reached a red traffic light where it needed to
stop, the HMI informed the driver to gradually slow down to recover energy (see Figure 3,
upper middle-right).

• Approaching a hill: When reaching a hill, the driver was informed that the battery would
discharge on the way up and recharge on the way down.

• Regenerative breaking: Whenever the battery was recharged, this was communicated to the
driver through a visual cue within the HMI (see Figure 3, upper right).

• Estimated and real consumption graph: When the participant began to be anxious, a graph of
the battery level was displayed on the HMI. On this coping strategy, we showed the overall
consumption from the start and the estimation to the destination. Thus, there was no reason for
the participant to worry about the range.

• Battery warning level 1: When the battery level dropped below 40% (first threshold), the driver
was prompted to save energy by using the eco-driving mode of the vehicle, or even switching to
automated driving.

• Search the closest charging spots icon: An icon appears on the screen to list the losest charging
stations (see Figure 3, lower left).

• Battery warning level 2: When the battery level dropped below 30% (second threshold), the HMI
pre-emptively introduced an option for searching for charging stations. When selected, this option
displayed a list of close charging stations, with their locations highlighted on the map.

• Battery insufficient: When the battery level became insufficient, a more direct prompt to go to the
closest charging station was displayed (see Figure 3, lower middle-left).

• Book charging station: The driver could directly book a charging station from the HMI and
proceed there, at which point the HMI would suggest nearby points of interest (e.g., shopping
mall) that the driver could visit while waiting for the charge.

• Battery critical: If all suggestions and warnings about the declining battery level were ignored
and battery level became critical, the HMI communicated to the driver the intention of the vehicle
to take over soon to initiate a safety parking procedure.

• Safety-parking procedure: With 5 km left on available range, the automation took over,
with the HMI instructing the driver to let go of the steering wheel and pedals (see Figure 3,
lower middle-right).

• Repatriation procedure: When automation took over to drive to the closest available parking spot,
a repatriation procedure for the vehicle was also automatically initiated.

• Emergency assistance: The HMI enabled directly calling a taxi or for for emergency assistance,
with the driver being informed in real-time about their estimated time or arrival (see Figure 3,
lower right).
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Figure 3. (left to right on upper line) (i) Isochrone maps that were reachable by using either
normal driving or by activating eco-driving mode. (ii) The multiple paths leading to the destination,
with individual estimation of the battery level at arrival. (iii) Traffic light coping strategy pop-up.
(iv) Regenerative breaking indicator pop-up (left to right on lower line). (i) Icon to indicate the available
charging stations. (ii) The Human–Machine Interface (HMI) proposed to go to the closest charging
station. (iii) Remaining battery level too critical; therefore, critical range protection launched. (iv) Call
assistance and call taxi proposals in battery breakdown.

3.6. Control Group

The control group was a subgroup in the participants who received neither dynamic notification
(i.e., traffic light pop up and charging station icon) nor light signals. Their HMI only showed
navigation-related information, the fake remaining range, and the fake remaining battery level.
The main scope of this subgroup was being able to compare the efficiency and relevance of
proposed contextual and sensorial interactions, which were part of the tested strategy of our HMI.
Therefore, the control group of this experiment contained 5 drivers out of 22.

4. Experiment Implementation

4.1. Expert Ratings and Driver-State Estimation

The proposed data collection protocol assumed that the vehicle was able to detect the driver’s
range anxiety level by video/audio and physiological-signal-based trained models. The protocol also
assumed that the vehicle could propose an adequate coping strategy. Even if achieving this level of
automation were the final goal of the ADAS&ME project, at this data collection stage, these decisions
were simply taken by a human: the annotator. They were seated in the back seat of the vehicle and
had a dedicated home-made tool called an HMI note taker, visible in Figure 4.

This tool had two major roles. The first was to create time-stamped annotations for the driver’s
perceived subjective anxiety level by the annotator expert. In the center of the tool, two videos
from the webcams (presented in Section 4.2) were visible. As the annotator was sitting in the back
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seat, they could not directly see the face of the driver or the front road. Anxiety may have been felt
for a different reason than the remaining range. Therefore, the annotator should be able to see both
the face of the driver and ahead of the vehicle. Therefore, these video fluxes were essential for the
annotator to be able to observe the facial expressions, mimics, and gaze of the driver, and the road
situation simultaneously. Besides these inputs, the dialogue between participant and interviewer
was followed by the annotator as a contributing element in the driver’s anxiety-level estimation.
For example, when drivers would talk about their concerns about the range too often or if they asked
for too much feedback about their driving style, the annotator would assess that the driver’s state
was becoming anxious. Frequency variations and pitch shifts on the driver’s voice were observed.
Finally, the driving style of the participant was judged to estimate if they had concerns about the
remaining range (i.e., when the participants would brake before arriving to a traffic light, how fast
they accelerated afterwards, and if they wanted to turn off the air conditioner). The fader switch on
the left of the tool was used to record the perceived driver state from −100 (negative state) to 100
(positive state).

In addition to these video fluxes, the two gauges on the right showed the real autonomy of the
vehicle, and the fake autonomy shown to the user. The annotator could modify the speed of discharge
with the “+”, “−”, and “pause” buttons, which were located just below. After taking all these inputs
into consideration, the annotator was in charge of noting the anxiety level of the driver by identifying
the anxiety source. The second role of this tool was to pilot the coping strategies. On the basis of the
driver’s perceived anxiety level, the experimentation phase, and the remaining range, the annotator
decided when to propose an adequate coping strategy, and controlled the decay of the fake battery
level if any adjustment were needed. The driver was unaware of this fake automation to keep them
believing that these steps were fully automatic.

Figure 4. Human–Machine Interface (HMI) note-taker is an in-vehicle live annotation tool. This tool
was used to pilot the main HMI and a annotate perceived driver state.

4.2. Additional Material

Data collection was done in a commercial EV. Even though the autonomy of this vehicle was
sufficient for our data collection (approximately 100 km per charge), according to the needs of our
project, the real autonomy of this vehicle was hidden from the driver.
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Figure 5 is an image taken from the UCB test vehicle. The left part of the instrument cluster was
hidden by a plastic cover. This was the area that was supposed to show the real autonomy of the
vehicle. The HMI was displaying a fake battery level. We also recorded several additional sensors.
Section 2.1 detailed the distinct expressions of range anxiety. The presented sensors were essential for
detecting these expression levels. These sensors and their objectives are follows.

• Vehicle Controller Area Network (CAN Bus): Contained numerous features for detecting the
driver’s behavioral level of range anxiety, such as the vehicle’s actual speed (compared to the
allowed speed) or the occurrence of hard brakes as a safety-measure metric.

• Near-infrared cameras: Two near-infrared face-tracking cameras were installed for facial
expressions and gaze analysis. On the one hand, facial expression analysis provides an estimation
of the emotional and anxiety level of the driver. On the other hand, the number of glances per
minute to the battery indicator confirmed the source of the detected anxiety as the remaining
range of the vehicle from a behavioral level.

• Shotgun microphones: Installed in front of the windshield, creating a microphone antenna.
This antenna was useful to estimate the emotional anxiety level of the driver by speech analysis.

• Headset microphone: Visible through the central mirror, it was installed on the driver’s face.
This sensor was useful to provide a ground-truth audio recording for the microphone antenna.

• Frequency Modulated Continuous Wave (FMCW) radar: A noninvasive solution for mean heart
rate and respiration rate estimation proposed in the ADAS&ME project. These data were useful
for the physiological level of anxiety estimation based on biophysiological signals. The radar was
mounted inside the steering wheel and was pointed at the driver’s torso.

• Zephyr Bioharness 3 Belt (https://www.zephyranywhere.com/): This sensor was another
ground-truth sensor for the FMCW radar.

• Webcams: Two webcams were also mounted on the vehicle. One was pointed at the road, and the
other at the driver’s face. These videos were essential for annotations (see Section 4.1), so they
were used to estimate the cognitive level of range anxiety.

• GPS antenna: Provided information for localization and vehicle heading. The HMI needed
these data.

• LED stripes: they were also embedded in the vehicle’s A-pillars, piloted by the HMI. These LEDs
changed color and animation according to the current HMI screen (i.e., normal driving mode,
eco-mode, autonomous driving, and low battery).

Figure 5. Test vehicle and adaptive HMI on mounted tablet PC.

https://www.zephyranywhere.com/
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The exploitation of the recorded data is part of future work for this project (see Section 6.2 for
further details). Nevertheless, their presence needed to be cited, as they may have been contributing
factors for anxiety, especially at the beginning of the experiment.

5. Results

5.1. First Interview

Figure 6 illustrates the mean values of the given answers in the Ten Item Personality Measure (TIPI)
questionnaire. The user panel was composed from highly enthusiastic people who were interested in
new experiences. They also self-rated themselves as nonconventional or eccentric. Further results in
the TIPI questionnaire reflected that the participants were not anxious, and were calm and emotionally
stable, which were important declarations for our test.

This observation from the user group (Figure 6) is comparable to a larger population sample.
Figure 7 analyses the results of the TIPI questionnaire with another data collection based on
a sample of 1813 respondents [28]. The scores were regrouped under extroversion, agreeableness,
conscientiousness, emotional stability, and openness headers [28]. The selected user group’s personal
traits were very close to a bigger population, except our user group is slightly more extroverted than
the larger population.

Figure 8 shows the results of the initial questionnaire to evaluate the state of mind of the
participants, who were confident, relaxed, and comfortable.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

Conventional / Uncreative

Calm / Emotionally Stable

Disorganized / Careless

Sympathetic / Warm

Reserved / Quiet

Open to new experiences / Complex

Anxious / Easily upset

Dependable / Self-disciplined

Critical / Quarrelsome

Extraverted / Enthusiastic

2.64

5

2.45

5.77

3.57

5.76

3.18

6

3.32

5.64

Mean of subjective ratings on TIPI scale [1-7]

Figure 6. Twenty-two users rated how these personal traits applied to them according to Ten Item
Personality Measure (TIPI) scale: strongly disagree (1), moderately disagree (2), disagree a little (3),
neither agree nor disagree (4), agree a little (5), moderately agree (6), and strongly agree (7).
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6

Extroversion

Agreeableness

Conscientiousness

Emotional Stability

Openness

5.29

5.37

6

4.92

5.86

4.44

5.23

5.4

4.83

5.38

Mean of subjective ratings on TIPI scale [1-7]

Figure 7. Comparison of TIPI results from user group with 1813 people (this study, blue; norms, red).
Z-scores per personality inventory: extroversion, 0.607; agreeableness, 0.115; conscientiousness, 0.455;
emotional stability, 0.112; openness, 0.467.
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Figure 8. Mean values for responses to the following questions at the beginning of the experiment
(from twenty-one participants): (1) Do you feel angry? (2) Do you feel relaxed with what we are going
to do? (3) Do you feel irritable? (4) Do you feel confident? (5) Do you feel comfortable? (6) Today,
did you get nervous about something that happened suddenly? (−2 for strongly disagree, −1 for
disagree, 0 for neutral, 1 for agree, and 2 for strongly agree) (see Appendix B).

5.2. Scenario Evaluation—Verbatim Exploitation

This section describes the evaluation of proposed coping strategies and distinct experiment events
that occurred during the protocol. For each, synthesis was presented above. The noted verbatims and
the subjective anxiety annotations were used to compile these syntheses (see Appendix A).

5.2.1. Initial Phases

During this phase, we noticed that only two drivers of 22 suspected that the vehicle was not really
autonomous, and that there was a second control unit somewhere in the vehicle (one of them judged
that the driving was too perfect to be operated autonomously). This assessment did not concern the
fake range and therefore had no impact on our results. See Table 1 for the key synthesis of initial phase.
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Table 1. Synthesis in terms of user experience per event and HMI actions taken in Discovery—Positive
Phase. Further details and verbatims pronounced by the participants can be found in Appendix A.1.

HMI Actions
or Events Synthesis

Dynamic Car
Discovery
(WoZ
autonomous
driving)

Even though the cover to hide the joystick seemed an unusual feature, while reviewing
the participants at the end of the experimentation, they declared being unaware that the
researcher was steering the car (except for two of them). Experimenting with this system
was a great success. On the basis of the noted verbatims, the drivers truly believed
in the autonomous capability of the vehicle, and it seems that trust in the system was
established only after a couple of minutes of autonomous driving.

5.2.2. Scenario A

Numerous comments were received on the GPS system. The provided zoom amount on the map
and the system reactivity were judged to be close to the state of the art, as participants were already
used to smartphone applications. Therefore, this created an additional distraction to the drivers,
at least at the beginning of the driving session.

Regarding range, some users were surprised by the battery-discharge speed. Some other users
considered this to be the normal discharge of an EV, as they had had no previous experience on this
technology. However, the remaining battery percentage gave confidence to the drivers, as they made
an analogy with the remaining battery percentage of a smartphone. The users judged the interface
as “pleasant” and “modern”, which was important to our design. Further details and verbatims
pronounced by the participants can be found in Appendix A.1.

5.2.3. Scenario B

After this phase, a majority of drivers aimed to adopt a smoother and more economical driving
behavior, visible especially as softening accelerations and maximising recovering energy while braking.
See Table 2 for the key synthesis of the Scenario B.

Table 2. Synthesis in terms of user experience per event and HMI actions taken in Scenario B. Further
details and more verbatims from this scenario are available in Appendix A.2.

HMI Actions
or Events Synthesis

“Hill” and
“Traffic light”
pop-ups

The “Hill” coping strategy was perceived as an eco-driving mode. Some of the drivers
judged this information to be useless, but still adapted their driving style as proposed to
save energy. The “Traffic Light” coping strategy was understood (i.e., when to start the
regenerative break when approaching to traffic light) and appreciated by all. However,
some participants assigned it more complex meanings, such as the fact that the HMI
was connected to the traffic light, and according to the remaining time to change the
state, it anticipated the need to brake.

HMI color
changes to
orange

HMI changed the color of the upper bar to orange when there was less than 40% battery
left. This caught the attention of the drivers on the vehicle’s autonomy.

Charging
station
proposal
appearance on
HMI

In this stage of the experiment, the remaining battery level was enough to reach point
B. Therefore, the HMI did not offer a proposition to go to a charging station. It only
activated a button that showed the closest charging stations. The drivers asked if they
could charge the battery. Some of them detected by themselves how to find the closest
charging stations through the HMI. They paid more attention to these details, especially
when the vehicle was stopped at traffic lights for example (as this was the first time that
they were using that interface).

Looking for
a charging
station

This step only applied to drivers who did not feel the need to charge the battery.
The experts started a short discussion between them about the remaining level of
the battery as passenger concern to induce range anxiety in the driver. The driver
questioned if they were correctly remembering the battery percentage at the beginning
of the experiment. Majority of the participants remembered correctly the initial battery
percentage (60%). Some of them told it was a little less than 60%. None of them claimed
that the battery was charged more than 60%.
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5.2.4. Scenario C

In this phase, the participants asked numerous questions and for advice on how, for example,
to diminish power consumption and adapt their driving style. They also turned off the air conditioner,
and their gaze was very often directed at the remaining-battery indicator on the HMI with the aim of
better observing its variation. They also proposed to search for charging stations again. See Table 3 for
the key synthesis of the Scenario C.

Table 3. Synthesis in terms of user experience per event and HMI actions taken in Scenario C. Further
details and more verbatims from this scenario are available in Appendix A.3.

HMI Actions
or Event Synthesis

Autonomous
Mode Safety
Procedure

This message often created confusion. The fact that the vehicle would inevitably take
control was judged “surprising”. At the same time, this message reassured the drivers,
as being blocked in the middle of a highway was not an acceptable option. Some
drivers who believed the possibility that the vehicle would drive fully autonomously
(like in the WoZ experiment from the positive phase) desired to push the battery to its
extreme limits.

Calling
Assistance
and Taxi

The assistance functionality was particularly appreciated by the drivers. It was also
perceived as a “premium” functionality, in phase with the “technological progress of
this century”. During the experiment, we prioritized making a fake phone call with
the technician, who was supposed to rescue us with another vehicle, instead of using
the “call a taxi” functionality. The presence of this choice, however, was noticed and
appreciated as well.

5.3. Final Interview on User Experience

5.3.1. State of Mind on Emergency Stop

The participants were asked the same questions from the state-of-mind evaluation (see Section 5.1)
at the end of the test while waiting for a fictitious repair during the emergency stop. Figure 9 illustrates
the answers given by participants. Even though the level of confidence and relaxation decreased when
compared to the first assessment, it was noticeable that the drivers unanimously declared not being
nervous despite being immobilized in an emergency stop. The control group rated themselves a little
less relaxed, but a little more confident compared to the test group. The test group probably judged
themselves a little bit more responsible on the EV power management, as they were informed on the
effect of their driving style on the power consumption.
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Figure 9. Mean values for responses of the following question, from twenty-one participants at the
beginning of the experiment (in blue), for eleven test-group drivers at the emergency stop (red), and
three control-group drivers in emergency stop (gray): (1) Do you feel relaxed? (2) Do you feel irritable?
(3) Do you feel confident? (4) Do you feel nervous? (−2 for strongly disagree, −1 for disagree, 0 for
neutral, 1 for agree, and 2 for strongly agree) (see Appendix B).
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5.3.2. Revealing the Purpose

Despite the nature of the experiment, at the end of it, no one had any doubts about the credibility
of this protocol. One of our final questions was “What did you feel when the battery suddenly
decreased?” Only by asking this specific question did the participants understand that the battery
decrease was planned. They were amazed to learn the truth about the real autonomy.

To avoid teaching participants that public charging infrastructure cannot be relied on (on the basis
of what happened with Scenario B: 8), they were also told that charging unavailability was set up on
purpose as part of our protocol.

5.3.3. User Feeling on HMI

The aim of this experiment was to teach novice EV users how they can learn this technology better
and faster. Therefore, it was important to understand how the messages were perceived. To do so,
participants rated the HMI itself on the basis of some questions from the AttrakDiff scale. According to
the results of this questionnaire (Figure 10), users judged the HMI and the transmitted messages as
simple and clear. The experiment was pleasant and enjoyable to all, which confirmed that receiving
coping strategies and global information from an HMI over EV use was comprehensible and interesting
in terms of user experience. The control group rated the HMI to be simpler and less original, but much
more pleasant and enjoyable. On the other hand, the test group found it clearer and more exciting.

Simple - Complicated

Practical - Impractical

Predictable - Unpredictable

Confusin
g - Clear

Typical - Orig
inal

Lame - Excitin
g

Gaudy - Classy

Pleasant - Unpleasant
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g
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on Non-control group

Control group

Figure 10. Mean values of AttrakDiff questionnaire responses, given by fifteen test-group (blue) and
three control-group (red) participants (see Appendix B).

6. Conclusions

This work claims that range anxiety could be successfully created within the proposed protocol,
using a wizarded tablet system. It can also be concluded that an efficient HMI is an effective
way to deal with the problem of range anxiety, even in cases of an inevitable emergency stop.
The proposed coping strategies are important contributions to the driver’s understanding of EV power
management. Therefore, by mitigating range anxiety, such a contextual and adaptive HMI could
contribute to the acceptance of EV technology. Independently to the range anxiety, the WoZ method for
simulating autonomous vehicle was successful as participants believed vehicle was fully autonomous.
The automated safety parking procedure could also be noted as an efficient coping strategy.

Obviously, the proposed coping strategies must be relevant in EV energy saving.
However, designing easily understandable interactions is important to contribute to the adoption
of the coping strategies. This is the main reason why the more easily a coping strategy was
understandable, the more it was appreciated (i.e., in our study, the traffic-light pop-ups were
understood easily, and therefore they had been adopted instantaneously). Another contributing
factor in the coping-strategy proposal was, instead of letting the driver explore them, finding the right
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moment to present them (in our case, the estimated- and real-consumption graph was not consulted
that often). Not only does the right timing augment the understandability of the proposition, it also
contributes to its adoption as the driver discovers it when it is really needed. This kind of contextual
information is highly appreciated and seems to efficiently contribute to reducing the driver’s state
of anxiety.

6.1. Discussion

Even though the coping strategies were appreciated, the drivers were consoled by the presence
of experts (experimenters) in the vehicle. Therefore, we consider that our test had a bias: the drivers
could have been more anxious if they were alone in the vehicle. Then, the proposed coping strategies
could have been evaluated in stricter conditions. Another bias concerns the experimental nature of the
interface, with a level of service below the state of the art for navigation systems, which might have
played a role in the users’ perception during driving activity.

The GPS navigation system was also underestimated, which is a key element of driving experience
and a significant part of the screen. This part needs to be refined in future experiments to overcome
this type of frustration, which can be a significant source of anxiety and biased-data acquisition.

Future HMI developments against range anxiety (or with the aim of accelerating the adoption of
new technologies) should consider these points. It would also be effective to give positive/negative
feedback to drivers whenever the driver tries to apply the freshly learned coping strategies.
Having positive feedback would encourage the drivers to test other strategies, and negative feedback
would be useful to correct misplaced energy-saving tendency.

The limited number of participants (both in test and control group) is a weakness of our
study. Even though the selected user group and their high similarity with the norm group on the
TIPI questionnaire reflected generalizability in terms of effectiveness from such an intelligent HMI,
the future works should consider an age and gender comparison between the user and norm groups
to ensure better generalizability and conduct experiments with more participants. Another weakness
of our study was the comparison between the control and main groups. For instance, EV power
consumption between these two groups could be provided as comparison data.

6.2. Future Work

Section 4.2 described the installed sensors in the test vehicle. However, in this experiment,
those data were not used. Future work in the UCB of the ADAS&ME project is to
automate the anxiety-detection and coping strategy proposal tasks. Therefore, the next steps
are developing artificial intelligence algorithms on the basis of driver-gaze, facial expression,
speech, and biophysiological signal analysis. These modules would then detect basic and range
anxiety of the driver. The very purpose of the UCB is to replace the HMI Notetaker tool (presented in
Section 4.1) and the annotator expert by the developed module.

The size and location of the HMI are sensitive parameters, allowing for dynamic and accessible
reading of information. However, it is necessary to remain vigilant during the animations to avoid
distraction from the driving activity. Further ergonomic tests should be developed in light of the
literature to assess this impact.

Multimodal inputs remain a key factor to create better interaction between human and vehicle.
In this scope, the presented HMI used a synthetic voice assistant to explain the coping strategies, and it
piloted the embedded LEDs into the A pillars of the test vehicle. In our case, the synthetic voice was
not appreciated, and the direct sunlight on the embedded LEDs made them nearly invisible in some
cases. Future HMI designs should take better consideration of these additional interaction possibilities.

Finally, the personalization of driving and associated feedback is a major focus for coming years,
involving the development of individual learning algorithms to adapt to user reactions, acceptance rate,
and suggestion learning.
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Appendix A. Verbatim and Note List

This appendix section represents some interesting verbatims by the experiment participants.
The original phrases were pronounced in French, and the following are their English translation.

Appendix A.1. Discovery—Initial Phase

Table A1. Some verbatims pronounced during Discovery—Positive Phase.

HMI Actions or Events Verbatim

WoZ autonomous driving “It reacts nearly like a real human. It detects even little potholes and pays
attention to them!”

Positive Phase

Talking about these moments opened a better dialogue between
participant and interviewer. The shared memories were often linked
to road trips with friends or family. It also attenuated the anxiety of the
participants, which might have been caused by being in an experiment.

Neutral Driving

The experience of driving an EV was generally judged as “impressive”,
“surprising”, and “pleasant”. The main factors that contributed to those
judgments were the noisiness of the vehicle and its power (the torque
motor).

Appendix A.2. Scenario B

Table A2. Some verbatims pronounced during Scenario B.

HMI Actions or Events Verbatim

Initial range decrease

The first traces of anxiety were perceived from the participants who
paid attention to the variation of the vehicle’s autonomy. They
tried to calculate future consumption by comparing the EV’s battery
consumption to a smartphone’s battery consumption. “We consumed
a lot from the beginning of the experiment! We were at 59% at the
beginning, and now we are at 42%. It discharges fast, I’ll try to adapt my
driving style.”

Hill pop-up “This applies to the power consumption of a gasoline vehicle also, right?
I already knew that.”

Traffic light pop-up
• “It asks me to save energy. Do I have an aggressive driving style?”
• “When I brake, it charges!”

HMI color changes to orange “I was supposed to arrive at the destination with 11% battery left. I am
not sure anymore that I can.”

https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/horizon2020/
https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/horizon2020/
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Table A2. Cont.

HMI Actions or Events Verbatim

Charging-station-proposal
appearance on HMI

• “Do you really think that we need to charge the vehicle? It seems
OK to me.”

• “I have an important phone call just after. I hope this will not last
too long!”

Looking for a charging
station

“The user interface is not bad at all for checking if the driving path is
adapted in terms of distance and needed battery level.”

Charging Station 1

This first attempt to charge the EV was fruitless, as the infrastructure was
out of order. Still, being stopped at that charging station gave the drivers
the occasion and needed time to better explore the HMI. They then chose
the second closest charging infrastructure. They felt the interface was
there to help then, but they felt anxiety was increasingly perceivable.
“What a pity that these charging stations are out of service. Do you know
what the government plans are?”

Charging Station 2

After this second fruitless charging attempt, nervousness was palpable
(weird jokes, vocal-tone changes, and anxious behaviors were observed
and noted). Users were vigilant when driving after this point to adapt
their driving behavior to be as economic as possible, following previous
information that they had received from the HMI. “We will definitely
be out of power! It has never happened to me before. We will have this
experience together. I will adapt my driving style.”

Appendix A.3. Scenario C

Table A3. Some verbatims pronounced during Scenario C.

HMI Actions or Event Verbatim

Route resumption (back to
institute)

The HMI showed that it was always possible to reach the destination,
and most of the drivers seemed to trust it despite their concerns and were
willing to continue. Those who has concerns were told to trust the system
and keep going. “You should add additional pedals to the back of the
vehicle, then you could turn them to charge the battery like dynamos!”

Autonomous Mode Safety
Procedure

“Really? The vehicle will be fully autonomous in open roads? I want
to accelerate more to discover how this technology would work in open
roads!”

Emergency Stop

This procedure was requested by the experts as soon as possible when
autonomy was critical if people did not stop by themselves (originally,
this procedure was planned with WoZ autonomous driving). However,
the concern of being immobilized on the road was relativized, as drivers
were not alone in the car. Similarly, being in city roads helped them to
control their anxiety level, as assistance could easily be found in case of
need. “If it’s like phones, it suddenly unloads, and we stopped in the
middle of the road, we’re in trouble!”

Calling Assistance
“Oh this is awesome! We can call the local assistance service directly
from the HMI. We can even see the countdown to their arrival! I knew
that this existed but I had never seen it before!”

Call a taxi “It is nice to have this option. Now we are on city roads so it is not that
essential. But in rural areas that can help a lot.”

Appendix B. Missing Data Issue

The verbatims and Figure 6 are compiled from all twenty-two users. Figure 8 contains
twenty-one users. Figure 10 contains results from eighteen drivers, and Figure 9 contains fifteen
users. This divergence is due to the data availability.
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